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Tsum Tsum are everywhere-in plush toys, games, apps, accessories, apparel, and now in their very

own coloring book! Whether a skilled artist or an everyday dabbler of drawings and doodles, fans of

all ages will be inspired by these irresistible pen-and-ink illustrations of Tsum Tsum characters and

patterns! The lovely packaging includes a convenient "lay flat" book block.
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Attached to this review will be a silent flip-through of the entire coloring book and some photos so

you can make an informed decision as to whether or not it will work for you.The designs in this

coloring book are very cute and represent a number of the Disney Tsum Tsum designs. I would

have liked more characters as after 124 of the same twelve or so, it became somewhat

repetitive.The designs span from detailed to very simple. There are many wall-paper (repeating

pattern) designs and there are really nice character studies. The designs range from simple line

drawings to those where there are heavy lines and heavy use of black. Most of the designs have a

bit of a wild background.The book is part of the ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Art of ColoringÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•

series and has changed format in a number of ways from the earlier books in this series. This book

has a soft cover, is smaller, has thinner paper, has glue binding and has perforated pages. A nice

change is that the designs are limited to one page (no two-page spreads.)The book is sized smaller

at 10 7.8 x 7 inches (compared to approximately 11 1 /2 x 8 inches. For those who like to scan and



print their pages on better paper, this will make it easier as it should work with most standard

scanner/printers.The soft cover is okay but I would have hoped for a better value on the book if the

quality of the publishing was being diminished. That is also true of the paper. This books has

medium weight paper (compared to the heavy weight of the earlier books.)This is what I found while

coloring in the book and testing my color medium on the paper.124 Disney Tsum Tsum inspired

Design pagesPrinted on both sides of pagePaper is medium weight, white, very slightly rough, and

perforatedGlue bindingMany designs extend across the perforations, some into the binding. The

book can be opened fairly flat by breaking the spine.Alcohol-based markers bleed through the

paperWater-based markers leave colorful shadows on the back of the page and can bleed through

in spots.Gel pens and India ink pens left anywhere from colorful shadows to indistinct shadows on

the back of the page but even at best, where still noticeable.Colored pencils worked well with this

paper. I was able to get good, deep pigment. I could layer easily using both the same color and

multiple colors. Blending was okay though the tooth of the paper was not optimal (a little smeary). I

was able to blend with a pencil style blending stick.

So cute! I collect tsums tsums, and this coloring book is a nice addition. The pictures are not as

detailed as some of the other Disney coloring books, but that's more than okay with me! There are

lots of images to color, and includes the tsums that are most loved, as well as some that are less

well known. It's fun!

This book is cute and very fun to color. The only draw backs are some of the shading doesnt make

sense. Some tsum tsums have the spaces that would be black available to color in but the spaces

that should be colored already filled in with black. It also has some duplicate pages which I find

strange.

Very Cute Book!!. The only thing I wish they would have done was add more Tsum Tsums. They

kept using the same characters over and over. They have hundreds of Tsum Tsums they could

have used but either way Im enjoying it.

A must for any Disney lover. The characters have been made into happy, round, adorable faces to

color in!

I love this coloring book so much. Some adult coloring books overwhelm me by how intricate the



details are, so this book was a relief when it didn't have any. Some people don't like the repetition in

some of the pages but I think that the repetition made it easier for me to relax. I could zone out more

without worrying that I would ruin the image.

The pages are too wallpaper for me. I was hoping for more variety, but the pages are basically the

same with the differences being the characters. Such a let down. They really could have had fun

with scenes and things like that.

Chill time with a drink and a coloring book. Scientifically proven that coloring calms you down,

de-stresses you and lowers your blood pressure. Plus - they are Tsums!!
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on the Rocks: More than 35 colorful & contemporary rock-painting projects, tips, and techniques to

inspire your creativity! 
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